PRISM 1.14 UPDATE

June 24, 2020

Welcome to PRISM 1.14!

www.adsprism.com

The newest release of PRISM is here, and you will notice numerous improvements! The development team has been working hard behind the scenes to get the latest release out. There are several features and improvements that you will immediately see in the Dashboards section of the site, and many more improvements deep in the code to prepare the way for the upcoming release of Data Editing V1.0. Stay tuned for information soon on this!

Check out new features and enhancements below:

- 35 User Stories completed delivering new and exciting features!
- 135 bugs squashed out of existence!

Reminder! Be sure to log out of PRISM or clear your browser cache to ensure you get the most recent updates on your next login.

New Features:

- The Dynamic Dashboard is gone and replaced with the NEW Custom Dashboard – This is a new dashboard created to allow a user to compare data on hydrographs from multiple locations of different entity types.
Also, there is a **New and Improved Look and Feel for Location Dashboard**:  

- **Entity Colors** – Notice that the entity colors have changed, and each entity now has its own color. No more same colors for entities of same display group.  
- **Header Bar** – The new location dashboard header includes many new enhancements! It now allows you to shrink the header for more display area for the graphs (by clicking the symbol) as well as:  
  - Display Monitor Series Type  
  - Display Selected Entities  
  - Display Associated Rain Gauge – Also note this is a quick link that will allow the user to click that link and go directly to the Details page for that Rain Gauge  
  - **Work Order Link** – This is the link to the external work order system as it is configured under the Customer Editor->Details. This link defaults in new customers to the ADS QuickWork™ workorder system. For existing customers, you will need to set this up in the Customer Editor by adding the URL for the customer’s QuickWork™ database (e.g. https://adsenv.quickbase.com/db/xxxxxxxxx where the last 9 characters refer to the specific database).  
- **Entity Selection** – By popular demand, the entity list for monitors now is based on the monitor series! This will drastically reduce the number of selectable entities in the list for locations.  
- **Long Table** – All entities displayed on hydrograph can now be found below the hydrograph in a long table. This data is sorted by date time.  
- **Scattergraph hidden** – Another user request was to maximize the space used by the hydrograph for non-flow devices. The scattergraph now is hidden for monitor types that do not include velocity measurement (i.e. ECHO and RainAlert monitors).  
- **Scattergraph Toolbar** – The curve options have been moved to a toolbar so the user can easily swap between curve options (this also provides a preview of some of the soon-to-come data editing features!).  
- **Quick Link – Last Month** – There is a new quick link that allows you to quickly select the last calendar month for viewing.
Additional changes and enhancements in this release include:

- **Schedule Collect** removed location group from UI in editor
- **Excel Export Multiple Files** – Export to Excel can now export to multiple files
- **Customer Support** is now copied on password reset requests
- **Battery Voltage** updated on collect

Important bugs resolved include:

- Users were getting multiple signal-r notifications
- XML Location import not overwriting existing location
- Sites being dropped from St Louis project schedule collect
- Not able to save channel changes to location card
- Incorrect phone number in new user email

So, what’s next?

The development team is focused on finishing Data Editing V1, Reporting enhancements, along with constant bug fixes, optimizations, and efficiency improvements across the board. The PRISM team always welcomes comments, suggestions, requests, and bug notification. We also love hearing about your experience with PRISM – good and ugly – and use that input to energize the team or identify opportunity in the next sprint. Do you have an idea that would make your or someone-you-know’s tasks easier or faster in PRISM? Let us know!

If you have any questions about PRISM, please contact Lee Keel of the Product Management Team or the Support Center. Please continue to submit bug reports and feature requests through the self-reporting tool in PRISM.